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Abstract
Several frameworks have been proposed in literature in order to cope with critical infrastructure
modelling issues, and almost all rely on simulation techniques. Anyway simulation is not enough
for critical systems, where any problem may lead to consistent loss in money and even human
lives. Formal methods are widely used in order to enact exhaustive analyses of these systems,
but their complexity grows with system dimension and heterogeneity. In addition, experts in
application domains could not be familiar with formal modelling techniques. A way to manage
complexity of analysis is the use of Model Based Transformation techniques: analysts can
express their models in the way they use to do and automatic algorithms translate original
models into analysable ones, reducing analysis complexity in a completely transparent way.
In this work we describe an automatic transformation algorithm generating hybrid automata
for the analysis of a natural water supply system. We use real system located in the South of
Italy as case study.
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1 Introduction and Related Works
Safety-critical systems are systems whose failure or malfunctioning may have catastrophic re-
sults like serious injury or even death to people, loss or severe damage of things, environmental
harm etc. Risks of this sort are usually managed by using methods and tools of safety engi-
neering where typical design methods include probabilistic risk assessment, failure analyses etc.
These systems are increasingly computer-based and techniques for their analysis and forecasting
usually belong to the ﬁeld of System and Software Engineering. For long time in literature this
term was coupled to transport systems, video-surveillance, space ﬂights, banking system etc.
Anyway, practically every natural system is Safety-Critical even if no software-based control
system is applied: earthquakes, epidemics, and natural water supply systems as well. In the
last case, life-criticisms are both in excesses and in lacks of water supply for humans in a region.
Lacks lead to dryness and excesses to ﬂoods. Every year, thousands of lives and property worth
billions of dollars are lost in ﬂoods all over the world [1]. Research Literature proposes several
approaches to critical infrastructures and systems modelling issues. Almost all, especially in
natural or social systems management, rely on simulation techniques ( for water management
you can see, for example: [2, 3, 4]). Simulation enables forecasting, and helps to evaluate the
eﬀects of fault and unpredicted events. Such kind of qualitative analysis is known as “what if”
study and it is able to demonstrate the possibility that a certain undesired event can happen, but
is not able to demonstrate that a certain undesired event can never happen. Generally speaking,
simulation does not allow to analytically evaluate quantitative dependability attributes and to
verify properties on the model, like Safety related ones. In order to overcome such limitations,
formal methods are widely used in the community of dependability experts in order to evaluate
the attributes of interest. The main problems in the formal analysis of natural systems are:
(a) the systems to model are extremely complex and heterogeneous: they are both dynamic and
event-based; (b) Experts in natural systems are usually not computer scientists and the models
they use to describe systems are not easily analysable in terms of safety and dependability.
In this work we focus on natural water supply systems, but the methodology is applicable to
many other types of systems. Heterogeneity in the systems we are going to explore is in the fact
that they have important temporal aspects and potentially involve both continuous variables
and discrete events. This characteristics motivates the use of hybrid systems modelling. In the
scientiﬁc literature, the use of formal methods in system engineering and analysis is common
in the software domain. In particular, Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and Model Based
Transformation [5] methodologies are now going to be widely used by enterprises too in order to
prevent erroneous design and the introduction of too much errors during development phases. In
the last years, several works have tried to apply formal methods to natural and social systems.
In particular for hydrology, probabilistic and statistical methods have been investigated for
analyses. For example, Bayesian analysis is applied in [6] and authors of [7] and [8] apply
statistical analyses to natural and social systems. Anyway, the approaches presented in the
literature do not take into account of dynamics of the system to analyse. At the best of
our knowledge, the only work that uses formal methods for the modelling of natural dynamic
systems is [9]. Diﬀerences with the work presented here are in the way the hybrid automata
are generated: we use model transformation reading models that are deﬁned in a (graph-based)
language known by most of hydrology experts.
This paper shows an approach for formal modelling of water supply system in order to
analyse safety critical events. The approach is based on a technique known as Model Trans-
formation. It allows for the modelling of systems with formalisms well known to the experts
in hydrology. Classic models are processed in order to generate models analysable with model
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checking techniques applied to Hybrid Models (in particular, Hybrid Automata).
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the methodologies based on Model
Transformation; section 3 introduces formal modelling and hybrid automata. In section 4 we
describe the target scenario. Section 5 contains the description of our modelling methodology
and the algorithm we use to enact model transformation. Finally, section 7 reports some
concluding remarks.
2 Model Driven Engineering and Model Based Transfor-
mations
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) methods and techniques try to solve the problem of system
modelling and deployment by facilitating deﬁnition, composition, implementation and veriﬁ-
cation of complex systems. Usually in MDE methodologies, system design refers to models
(high-level description of systems) deﬁned by formal languages; formal rules are enacted in
order to transform high level descriptions to low level ones preserving models soundness. This
leads to implementation of systems correct by construction where requirements are validated
during all life cycle. In MDE, functional and non functional properties have to be veriﬁed at
early design phase, in order to produce correct implementations through model transformation.
In general, a model transformation[10] takes a model as input and generates a model as
output. From the point of view of languages and formalisms used to deﬁne input and output
models, two kinds of model transformations exist: formalisms for input and output models are
the same in endogenous transformations, diﬀerent in exogenous ones. Endogenous transforma-
tions rewrite the input model to produce the output model. They are applied for diﬀerent
tasks such as model refactoring, optimization, evolution, and simulation, to name just a few.
Furthermore, transformations can produce models at the same level of abstraction (horizontal
transformations) or at diﬀerent levels of abstractions (vertical transformations). Exogenous
transformations are usually used in conjunction with vertical transformation, building the base
for practices like code generation from design models. Horizontal transformations are of spe-
ciﬁc interest to realize diﬀerent integration scenarios, e.g., translating a UML class model into
an Entity Relationship (ER) model etc. Various model transformation approaches have been
proposed in the past years, mostly based on either a mixture of declarative and imperative
concepts, such as ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) and Query/View/Transformations
(QVT) [11] or Real Time Agent Modeling Language RT-AML and MetaMORP(h)OSY MDE
framework ([12, 13, 14]).
Summarizing, all approaches describe model transformations by rules using metamodel ele-
ments, whereas the rules are executed on the model layer for transforming a source model into
a target model .
3 Hybrid Systems and Formal Modelling
As introduced before, the system we are going to model are naturally hybrid. Models of hybrid
systems have to take into account of continuous evolution and discrete mode transitions.
Hybrid modelling paradigms [15, 16, 17], solve problems in exhaustive analyses of models
due to continuity by using mechanisms that model discrete state changes.
In Hybrid Models, diﬀerential equations form a common representation of continuous system
behaviour. The system is described by a state vector. Behaviour over time is speciﬁed by
composition of diﬀerential equations and interaction with the environment is speciﬁed by input
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and output signals. Partitioning in continuous state space transforms the continue models into
discrete one. This leads to a state machine which consists of a set of discrete modes whose
changes are caused by events and speciﬁed by state transition function. A transition may
produce additional discrete events, causing further transitions.
Hybrid Automata are one of the most used formalism for the formal description of hybrid
models. A hybrid automaton H is deﬁned by the following entities: (a) a ﬁnite directed multi-
graph G = (V,E). Where vertices V represents systems discrete states; (b)a ﬁnite ordered set
X = x1, x2, · · · , xn of real valued; (c) variables for modelling the state variables of continuous
components; (d) an initial node and an assignment of initial values to variables in X (e) for each
node v ∈ V , a speciﬁcation of ﬂow conditions for variables in X. This is typically done using
diﬀerential equations that govern the evolution of the real valued variables when the system is
in the mode v; (f) for each node v ∈ V , a speciﬁcation of invariance requirements on variables
in X. These requirements are speciﬁed as ﬁnite conjunctions of linear inequalities on the real
valued variables;
Complex hybrid systems that consist of several communicating hybrid systems executing
concurrently can be modeled by composing hybrid automata and using appropriate mechanisms
for synchronization and message passing. We call these automata product automata.
4 Application Scenario: Water Resources Management
This section describes a simple case study, which refers to the analysis and modelling of the
aqueduct of Serino, which is located in an Italian town with more than 7000 inhabitants near
Avellino in Campania, famous for its aqueduct built in Roman age.
The source of water is located in Urciuoli, which is about 338 m on the mean sea level
(s.l.m.m.), with a ﬂow rate of approximately 1100 l/s. Water coming from the sources Acquaro
- Pelosi (approximately 370 m s.l.m.m.) ﬂows into this source with a ﬂow rate of about 900 l/s.
These waters then ﬂow into a pool located at a height of 322.5m passing through a steel pipe
(DN700) and than it converges in the original channel of the aqueduct of Serino. The output
ﬂow feeds several cities in the region and ﬁnally arrives into the pools located on the hill of
Cancello (a city near Caserta) and the latter then branches oﬀ to other Italian towns.
Figure 1: Serino Aqueduct path
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Fig.1 shows the approximative path from Serino to Cancello on Google Maps.Fig.2 shows an
operating diagram of the aqueduct where we consider only signiﬁcant elements of the system.
Figure 2: Serino Aqueduct Model
In the ﬁgure, triangles represent Reservoirs, purple squares represent demand nodes while
the green ones represent sinks. Blue circles depicts non storage nodes, like split point in the
ﬂow.
In particular, the reservoirs on the left of Fig.2 models the two water sources of Urciuoli and
Aquaro-Pelosi; Non Storage nodes are related to conﬂuences points of water ﬂows. Tufo and San
Felice and Nola are demand nodes that request for consumption by some neighbouring towns.
The two Network Sinks of Cancello are collection pools on hill Gate. Finally San Giacomo is
an outﬂow plant reservoir.
In order to exploit model transformation for critical analysis, we need a model expressed in
a formalisms well known to Hydraulic Engineers. The model will be transparently translated
into hybrid automata in order to perform further analyses on the water supply system. The
model we use here is a graph model which is usually used for water supply systems simulation
[18].
For simplicitys´ sake, we simpliﬁed the graph. Fig.3 contains the reduced version: it consists
of the following three groups of elements : (a) the water sources are deﬁned as a single water
storage node; (b) the two nodes representative of water demand along the route; (c) the two
pools of Cancello;
Figure 3: Aquatool Reduced Model
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5 Modelling and Model Based Transformation in Reser-
voirs Management
The steps to enable hybrid automata generation for the whole system modelling are the fol-
lowing: (1) We must provide an hybrid automaton for each basic components of the water
resource model; (2) We must analyse the graph(Fig.2 and3) containing the water supply topol-
ogy and conﬁguration in order to build the hybrid product automaton of the whole system and
to instantiate its parameters.
These 2 steps enact the Model Transformation process introduced before. In this model
we assume that reservoirs have an input and and output gate. Gates can be managed by
valves. Input gates, when input valves are open, ﬁll reservoirs with a given ﬂow of water,
while output gates let water to ﬂow out into channels and towards next reservoirs and demand
units. Reservoirs can have unmanaged input sources of water (like rain, water from rivers etc.).
Their conﬁguration includes the minimum and the maximum threshold of waters they have to
manage.
Time to open(topen) and time to close(tclose) parameters characterizes the delays in opening
and closing valves respectively.
Let qr and q˙r be the the current water level and its rate of change respectively at a generic
reservoir; let pr and fibe the input water rates due to environmental sources and input source
respectively and let fo be the water rate out coming from the reservoir. In general:
q˙r = pr + fi − fo
The Demand nodes are similar but we suppose (for simplicity) that out gates are ever open.
In addition, we suppose all ﬂows constant for simplicity. This is not a limitation since the
analyses execute in short time intervals, compared to the dynamics of the real system, and it
is possible to re-parametrize models in order to face environmental changes. Fig. 4 shows the
hybrid automata modelling Reservoirs (on the left) and Demand nodes (on the right).
A reservoir works into four main states: Fill, when the output valve is closed and the input
in open; Stop, when only unmanaged input ﬂows enter the reservoir; Fill and Drain where
both input and output valves are open and Drain when only output valve is open. In addi-
tion,three intermediate states models time passing during valves opening and closing operations
(OpenOut, CloseIn and CloseOut) For simplicity we consider the operation of opening input
valve instantaneous. During the ﬁrst four states, the invariant in the node enables the evolu-
tion of the continue variable qr. The clock variable t records the time passed in each state (in
this example it resets on every state transition). The variable Request and the events ReqIn,
ReqOut, EndReqIn and EndReqOut manage synchronizations among diﬀerent automata in-
stances. In particular, guards ending with an exclamation mark are events generated by the
automaton, those ending with a question mark are generated by other automata and waited by
the current one.
The abstract behaviour of the automaton is simple: proper sources ﬁll a reservoir and input
gates are blocked when reservoir is full. Output gates open when request from downstream
elements (this takes some times). Then, input ﬂows still ﬁll the reservoir while another stream
ﬂows out. If the level of the reservoir is too high, input valve is closed and it works in drain only
mode. When too few water remains in the reservoir, input gates are opened again. Downstream
requests are managed in this way. If the reservoir has the output valve closed and a new request
arrives, the valve is open. Every time a Request arrives or ends, a Requests variable takes into
account the number of active requests. If no requests are active during one of the two draining
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Figure 4: Hybrid Automata of Water Management Elements
phases, The output valve is closed. Demand nodes are similar but simpler and their description
is omitted for brevity’s sake.
The Model Transformation algorithm from the models in Aquatool format to hybrid au-
tomata is reported in the following.
Data: Q a queue of Nodes to analyse; V and E set of Nodes and Edges in the source Graph
Result: SynReqIn, SynReqOut, Lists of Synchronization for Product Hybrid Automata
Q = {v ∈ V : outgoing(v) = ∅};
while Q is not empty do
n=Q.dequeue();
for srin ∈ Set of Reqin of n do
SynReqIn.add(srin);
end
for srout ∈ Set of Reqout of n (if any) do
for t ∈ outgoing(v) do
link with the same name srout to to(t).Reqin;
set the input ﬂow parameter of to(t) to: α ∗ v.qout
(where α is the part of ﬂow from v routed to to(v));
end
Q.enqueue(all w ∈ from(incoming(v)));
end
end
Algorithm 1: Model Transformation Algorithm
6 Analyses on Translated Model
In this work we study safety properties of the water plant by applying model checking techniques
to the models described in the previous section. Model Checking [19] allows for an exhaustive
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analysis of the state space of the model facilitating the discovery of possible dangerous situations.
It enables the identiﬁcation of safety hazards that may remain hidden when using a classic
simulation-based study of the System.
In order to verify safety properties on LPTA models:
1. we must instantiate models with known parameters, like the input value of qr and qd, ﬂow
partitioning in split nodes etc.;
2. we must generate a product automaton for the whole system by applying Algorithm 1;
3. we must describe safety properties by using logic proposition: in this way the model
checker will be able to verify the properties on the whole model.
4. we must run a model checker compliant with the model’s formalism and the logics used
to deﬁne properties.
In this work we use UPPAAL Cora1 in order to enact model checking on hybrid automata.
The Algorithm 1 generates an XML conﬁguration for the tool. Notice that UPPAAL Cora
instantiates automaton by using a global conﬁguration ﬁle. Hence, in order to deﬁne the
whole model, we need the description of automata to instantiate and compose (we have already
discussed automata before and Fig.4 depicts them).
Safety properties in UPPAAL Cora are expressed by Computational Tree Logic (CTL[19])
formula. We do not want to introduce the logic here and CTL syntax, but we want to address
simple safety property and report the result of the analysis of this formula by means of the
model checker. The Safety property we want to study is:
Will it never happen that No Request arrives from downstream demand nodes and reservoirs
and that the source reservoir of Serino overﬂows?
When the property is checked a deadlock is detected in the system: this is due to the fact
that the model does not evolves when the Serino reservoir is FULL and something from the
environment (for example, rain) increments the volume of the water in the reservoir, possibly
causing dangerous ﬂooding.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have described an approach for formal modelling of water supply system in order to analyse
safety critical events. The approach is based on a technique known as Model Transformation.
This technique allows for the modelling of the system with models and languages well known to
the experts of hydrology. Classic models are processed in order to generate models analysable
with model checking techniques applied to Hybrid Models (in particular, Hybrid Automata).
Safety properties can be checked on the target, analysable, models. Presence of deadlocks
and fails of formulas checks are symptom of problems in the system model and the presented
methodology oﬀers a fast way to analyse system models in order to detect problems that are
diﬃcult to trace in simulation.
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